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Abstract
Information privacy is an important information management issue that is increasingly
challenging managers and policy makers. While many studies have investigated information
privacy as an individual, sectoral, or national level phenomenon, there is a gap in our
understanding of organizational approaches to developing and implementing policies and
programs to manage customer information privacy. Information systems research lacks
theory to explain firm level information privacy behaviors. This article argues for an expanded
repertoire of theories to be applied to investigating information privacy, especially the role
that the pursuit of competitive necessity versus competitive advantage plays in explaining
organizational level behavior. The authors outline how the Institutional Approach (IA) and the
Resource-Based View (RBV) of the firm offer compelling theoretical explanations for firms’
behaviors and should be applied to privacy research within the information systems area.
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Introduction
Information privacy1 is an information management issue that increasingly is of importance to
managers and policy makers [Culnan and Armstrong, 1999; Davison et al., 2003; Mason,
1986; Milberg et al., 2000; Smith, 1993]. As organizations invest in interconnected
information and communications technologies that provide the means to capture, store, and
process vast amounts of data quickly and efficiently, the privacy implications of these
investments for customers, employees, organizations, industries, and society grow in
significance. However, studies on privacy appear not to be keeping pace with the growing
interest in privacy [Davison et al., 2003]. There is a limited amount of organizational level
research in this area.
Research examining information privacy behaviors as an organizational phenomenon is
underrepresented in the privacy literature, which is dominated by consumer [e.g., Culnan,
1993; Culnan and Armstrong, 1999; Smith et al., 1996; Stewart and Segars, 2002] and
sectoral/national studies [e.g., Culnan, 1999a, 1999b; Earp et al., 2002; FTC, 1998, 2000]. In
addition, theory is needed to assist in understanding similarities and differences in
information privacy approaches among firms [Milne and Culnan, 2002]. The sectoral/national
studies demonstrate that information privacy policies vary among firms, but do not explain
why. Information systems researchers have used a limited repertoire of theories to explain
organizational information privacy actions. We argue that the Institutional Approach (IA) and
the Resource-Based View (RBV) offer powerful theoretical explanations for firms’ behaviors,
and should also be applied to information privacy research.
The purpose of this article is to address the organizational-level gap in information privacy
research. We argue that a single theory cannot explain the range of behaviors. Instead, we
examine the potential contributions of the IA and RBV paradigms. We contend that the IA
paradigm explains the behavior of firms that view information privacy in terms of competitive
necessity. However, the RBV paradigm is useful for exploring the reasons for the behavior of
firms seeking to advance information privacy programs in pursuit of competitive advantage.

Definitions and Concepts
We provide a brief review of key information privacy definitions and concepts to assist
readers. Information Privacy is defined as “the ability of the individual to personally control
information about oneself” [Stone et al., 1983:460 based on Westin, 1967]. We further
distinguish between customer information privacy (CIP) and employee information privacy
(EIP) as distinct concepts. (We acknowledge the importance of employee privacy as an area
for ongoing research. However, our concern in this article is with the privacy of customer
information.) We define Customer Information Privacy as the ability of the customer to control
the collection, use, reuse and disposal of his personally identifiable information
We use the term Organizational Privacy Behaviors to define how firms treat their customers’
personally identifiable information. Typically, business researchers have defined
1

This article focuses on issues of information privacy that arise primarily as a consequence of
commercial transactions. We acknowledge that issues concerning “privacy of the body” [Clarke, 1999]
such as the use of biometric identification systems are of increasing concern and merit significant
research attention. However, these concerns are beyond the scope of this paper.
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organizational privacy behaviors as fair information practices (FIP) [Bennett and Grant, 1999;
Culnan and Bies, 1999; Mason et al., 2000.] Fair information practices in the U.S. include
notice that information is being gathered, choice with regard to information tracking and use,
access to personal information records, and security for these records [Culnan, 1993; Milne,
2000]. FIP form the core of privacy regulation in jurisdictions such as the European
Community and Canada (which operate with all encompassing data protection regimes) as
well as act as guiding principles in jurisdictions such as the United States (that offer a
combination of sectoral and self regulation).2 For example, FIP form the basis for the
provisions of both the BBB Online and TRUSTe self-regulatory webseal programs. In
Appendix A, we provide specific examples of privacy behaviors for each of the basic four
principles we defined above.
An information privacy program is the term we use to describe the collection of policies and
procedures that firms implement with respect to the collection, use, reuse, security, storage,
and disposal of their customers’ personally identifiable information. A program is thus more
than a collection of behaviors, but also includes the organizational reasons for the behaviors.
These “organizational reasons” are one way to think about the theoretical explanations for
firms’ information privacy behaviors.
Overview of Article
The article is organized as follows. First, we motivate this article with a brief overview of the
information privacy research literature and demonstrate the empirical and theoretical gaps
that exist at the organizational level of analysis. Next, we consider two theories, the
Institutional Approach and the Resource-Based View,3 and discuss why these particular
theories are useful for examining firm-level differences in privacy behaviors that affect
customer information. We present a detailed consideration of how these theories offer
different and compelling explanations for firms’ information privacy behaviors. We conclude
with a discussion of research opportunities posed by these different theories.

2

Different jurisdictions delineate different sets of fair information principles. For example, the first set
of FIP were articulated by the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare in 1972 and include
four principles (notice, choice, access and security). The Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) expanded this concept to eight principles (limitation, data quality, purpose, use,
security, openness, participation and accountability). Canada’s federal statute, the Protection of
Information Privacy and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA), articulates 10 inter-related principles
(accountability; identifying purposes; consent; limiting collection; limiting use, disclosure and retention;
accuracy; safeguards; openness; individual access; and challenging compliance.) Regardless of how
the fair information principles are specifically articulated, there is a “basic and common understanding
of how the responsible organization should treat the personal data that it collects, stores and
processes … The historical and cultural sources of concerns about privacy may differ … but the
definition of what it means to be ‘responsible’ has increasingly converged” [Bennett and Grant,
1999:6].
3
We do not provide a detailed exposition of the different facets of these paradigms. Rather, we select
those elements of most salience to a discussion of organizational level information privacy behaviors.
We refer interested readers to inter alia Orlikowski and Barley [2001], Robey and Boudreau [1999],
and Tingling and Parent [2002] for further discussion of the Institutional Approach. Likewise, readers
are directed to Mata et al. [1995], Jarvenpaa and Leidner [1998] and Wade and Hulland [2004] for
further discussion of the Resource Based View of the firm.
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Background and Motivation
A review of the privacy research published in leading outlets for IS research such as
Communications of the ACM, Information Systems Research, Journal of the AIS, Journal of
Management Information Systems, Management Information Systems Quarterly, and
Organization Science shows that information privacy research is arguably most easily
distinguished by level of analysis. For our purposes, we distinguish three levels of analysis –
individual (consumer/employee), organizational, and sectoral/national.

Individual-Level Research
Much of the contemporary privacy research focuses on information privacy as a
multidimensional individual level construct [Smith et al., 1996]. Studies have addressed the
issues of consumer attitudes about privacy generally [Culnan, 1993; Culnan and Armstrong,
1999; Rohm and Milne, 2004; Tam et al., 2002]; consumer responses to organizations’
privacy-violating behaviors [Smith et al., 1996; Stewart and Segars, 2002]; and consumer
responses to incentives when choosing between withholding and sharing personal
information [Dinev and Hart, 2003; Hann et al., 2002; Tam et al., 2002]. Culnan and Bies
[1999] propose that consumers invoke a “privacy calculus” to weigh the potential risks and
benefits of providing personal information in exchange for economic or social gains. At the
same time, Dhillon et al. [2002] argue that individuals make “value focused” privacy-based
assessments about the firms with which they do business.
Marketing research also informs our understanding of consumer-level privacy issues [Jones,
1991; Milne, 2000 ] especially in online environments [e.g., Milne et al., 2004; Milne and
Rohm, 2000; Miyazaki and Fernandez, 2000; Sultan and Mooraj, 2001].
A persistent theme across both the IS and marketing-based privacy literatures is the
important relationship between privacy and trust manifested in consumers’ willingness to
disclose personal information [e.g., Culnan, 2000; Gefen et al., 2003; Hoffman et al., 1999;
McKnight et al., 2002; Milne and Boza, 1999; Schoenbachler and Gordon, 2002; Sheehan
and Hoy, 2000].
Collectively, these studies provide important insights into consumer attitudes and behaviors.
However, they do not explain what motivates the information privacy protecting or violating
behaviors of the organizations with which consumers conduct business.

Sectoral/National-Level Research
A second group of studies examines information privacy policies posted to firms’ websites
across industry sectors and jurisdictions. This research particularly informs our
understanding of how well organizations meet the basic privacy principles articulated as fair
information practices (FIP) and previously described. Studies based in the U.S. have
examined the extent to which FIP are present in the privacy policies posted on the websites
of consumer-oriented firms [FTC, 1998, 2000]; the business-to-business and business-toconsumer websites of high technology firms [Ryker et al., 2002]; and the most heavily
trafficked and popular sites on the Internet [Culnan, 1999a, 1999b]. A recent Canadian study
examined privacy policies as they related to the then-proposed federal privacy legislation
[Geist and Van Loon, 2000].
While these studies have provided important information about privacy trends across
industries and countries, their usefulness for the purpose of this review is limited. First,
174
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counts of the frequency of policies do not explain individual firm behavior. Second, these
studies tend to emphasize the Internet-based commercial experience and overlook the
totality of ways in which organizations track their customers across a range of commercial
exchanges [Culnan and Bies, 1999; Smith, 2001]. Third, with few exceptions, these studies
treat all firms equally, as simply announcers of privacy policies rather than implementers of
privacy strategies. We echo Milne and Culnan’s [2002] contention that these studies provide
limited insight into the complexity of the information privacy phenomenon within
organizations.

Organizational-Level Research
Three broad themes are prevalent in the organizational-level privacy research: information
privacy as organizational liability, information privacy as an organizational decision outcome,
and information privacy as an organizational ethical imperative. (We acknowledge that these
three themes are not mutually exclusive, but we treat them as such for the purposes of clarity
in the following discussion.) Within these three themes, information privacy is often treated
as an organizational concern within broader contexts such as global IT management [Ives
and Jarvenpaa, 1991] or corporate social responsibility [Straub and Collins, 1990]. Most
researchers assert a narrow perspective of privacy as a source of legal liability [Bordoloi et
al., 1996] or having to do more with systems security than with privacy actions [Srivatava and
Mock, 2000]. Few authors have examined information privacy as a senior management issue
requiring organizational action [Cadogan, 2001; Earp et al., 2002; Smith, 1990] despite calls
for such investigations [e.g., Chan, 2003; Milne, 2000].
Information privacy has also been characterized as an organizational ethical imperative [e.g.,
Laudon, 1995; Mason, 1986], but the ethical theories to support these assertions are
frequently underdeveloped. Examples of IS privacy research using ethical theory include
Smith [1993] (seven case studies of the information privacy actions of U.S. financial firms)
and Culnan and Smith [1995] (an examination of the ethics and privacy implications of Lotus:
Marketplace). Marketing researchers have also studied organizational-level privacy issues
from an ethical perspective [e.g. Caudill and Murphy, 2000; Foxman and Kilcoyne, 1993;
Hoffman et al., 1999].
Despite apparent researcher interest in the issue of privacy in organizations, there is limited
theory to guide us in understanding organizational information privacy behaviors. Especially
lacking are explanations for why there are similarities and differences in privacy behaviors
among firms within the same industry. Our contribution is to demonstrate that it is insufficient
to rely on a single paradigm to explain all organizational-level privacy behaviors across all
firms. This article argues for an expanded repertoire of theories to provide rich and nuanced
explanations of firms’ information privacy behaviors. In the next section, we introduce the
Institutional Approach (IA) and the Resource-Based View of the firm (RBV) and demonstrate
how they offer important insights into the reasons for information privacy behaviors at the
organizational level of analysis.

Theoretical Explanations For Information Privacy Behaviors
Both the Institutional Approach and the Resource-Based View of the firm are paradigms
[Jarvenpaa and Leidner, 1998:344] that offer broad bases from which to assess
organizational operations and compare practices among firms and across industries.
However, these theories offer fundamentally different explanations for organizations’ privacy
Journal of the Association for Information Systems, Vol. 6, No.6, pp.171-198/June 2005
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behaviors.4 If the Institutional Approach provides a means for considering the activities of the
firm from the “outside-in,” the Resource-Based View takes an “inside-out” perspective
[Srivastava et al., 2001]. In considering privacy behaviors, institutional theory suggests that
firms are constrained by external forces while the RBV argues that firms choose how they
will treat their customer information as an organizational resource. In this section, we briefly
describe each theory. Then we apply the theories to a consideration of firms’ information
privacy behaviors. We present high level propositions to guide research and include
hypothetical scenarios to illustrate key points.

The Institutional Approach (IA)
Institutional theory is part of a stream of research that examines relationships between
organizations and their environments. This approach considers the effects on organizations
of “broad social and historical forces ranging from explicit laws to implicit cultural
understandings” [Orlikowski and Barley, 2001:153]. The institutional tradition [Hannan and
Freeman, 1989] sees organizations not solely as rational, efficiency-seeking entities, but also
as social, political, and cultural ones [Scott, 1987]. In contrast to economic models of
organizational behavior, institutional theory locates rationality within firms’ external
environments [DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Pfeffer, 1997; Tolbert and Zucker, 1996]. The
rationality is one of conformance to social norms in a search for legitimacy rather than
conformance to a rent-seeking model of economic behavior. The Institutional Approach
argues that organizational survival may depend more on conforming to the norms of external
groups and less on succeeding as efficient producers of goods and services [DiMaggio and
Powell, 1983].
Institutional theory has been identified as a potential alternative research perspective for IS
researchers [Ang and Straub, 1998; Deveraj and Kohli, 2000; Kumar et al., 1998; Orlikowski
and Barley, 2001]. Robey and Boudreau [1999:177] suggest that the institutional approach is
particularly well suited to addressing the “question of information technology and
organizational change… [including] conflicts among normative pressures such as efficiency,
rights to privacy, and autonomy, and deeply embedded notions of bureaucratic and
hierarchical structure” [our emphasis].
We argue that most organizations’ information privacy behaviors are primarily responses to
external pressures or “institutional” forces. That is, we believe that most firms do not choose
to differentiate themselves competitively through their information privacy programs. We
have identified four theoretical elements of particular interest to this discussion:
organizational goals, the sources for pressures to act, the ability to act, and response
strategies. In this section we outline the relevant attributes of the institutional theory and
apply them to information privacy. We offer propositions to guide research. Table 1
summarizes our discussion of these elements.

4

We refer to both the Institutional Approach and Resource-Based View as theories for ease of
discussion. However, Jarvenpaa and Leidner [1998] argue that RBV is, technically, a paradigm, not a
theory. We argue that a similar characterization can be applied to Institutional theory.
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Table 1.

The Institutional Approach to Explaining Information Privacy Behaviors

Element

Organizational
goals
Ability and
willingness to
respond to
pressure
Responses to
pressures

Explanation

Survival through the
search for
legitimacy
Influence of social
network
Compliance with
established norms

Application to information privacy in organizations
Acquiescent Approach

Proactive Approach

•
•

•
•

Pragmatic
Managerial

Social
Technical

Embeddedness

Agency

Imitation of peer
organizations

Impression management
to yield “constrained
leadership”

IA: Organizational Goals
The institutional approach assumes that the overriding organizational goal is to achieve
legitimacy as a means of ensuring survival. Legitimacy is defined as:
A generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable,
proper or appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms, values,
beliefs and definitions [Suchman, 1995:574].
The Institutional Approach literature identifies several forms of legitimacy. Pragmatic
legitimacy refers to short term, self-interested perceptions by external audiences (such as
customers) that indicate a transactions-oriented focus on legitimacy. In contrast, social
legitimacy [Handelman and Arnold, 1999] or moral legitimacy [Suchman, 1995] refers to
perceptions grounded in a longer term, pro-social logic that considers actions in light of their
impact on community and society. Others distinguish between managerial and technical
legitimacy.
Managerial legitimacy involves “normative support for organizational
mechanisms” while technical legitimacy is concerned with the core activities of the firm
[Ruef and Scott, 1998: 883]. We characterize managerial legitimacy as incorporating key
back-office functions such as human resources, accounting, finance, and IS/IT. In contrast,
we suggest that technical legitimacy involves activities most concerned with the firm’s direct
economic activities, such as manufacturing, marketing and sales.5
Organizations choose, however consciously or not, the type of legitimacy they seek to obtain
through their privacy practices. Within an institutional explanation for information privacy
behaviors, some organizations are more concerned with seeking a combination of pragmatic
and managerial forms of legitimacy, while others are more interested in pursuing a
combination of social and technical legitimacy. Pragmatic legitimacy in information privacy
5

These latter definitions are adapted from Ruef and Scott [1998:883]. Their study focused on
hospitals which have typically well-defined managerial (non-medical) and technical (medical)
functions. The adaptation we have made approximates Porter’s [1985] value chain distinction between
a firm’s primary and support activities.
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terms involves conforming to the legal environment (basic legal compliance) by making the
minimum changes to organizational processes necessary to avoid potential legal problems
(such as increasing IT security). Managers would make these changes in the firm’s back
office operations to demonstrate compliance, while attempting to mitigate the impact on the
firm’s key revenue generating activities.
Other organizations with a greater concern for achieving social legitimacy (by appealing to
customer concerns about trust) are more likely to appeal to perceived norms about
information privacy and to emphasize changes to their technical cores (such as how
marketing campaigns are conducted) to substantiate these claims.
To illustrate these distinctions, let us think about two firms in the retail banking industry.
Assume that both wish to respond to perceived growth in demand for customer information
privacy. Both communicate to their customers that they are engaged in privacy programs.
However, Bank A states that the purpose of the privacy program is to comply with the law
(pragmatic legitimacy) and that polices and procedures are in place across the bank
(managerial legitimacy). Little specific detail is provided. The language employed in the
“minimal privacy behavior” column of Appendix A reflects Bank A’s approach.
In contrast, consider Bank B’s statement that its customers have an inherent right to privacy
as well as to appropriate conduct (by their financial institution). The purpose of the privacy
program, therefore, is to meet the bank’s legal and ethical obligations. These statements are
indicative of the pursuit of social legitimacy. Bank B, in contrast to Bank A, provides
considerable detail about information collection, use, security, and other activities that may
impinge upon or support customer information privacy. For example, the firm has developed
policies and procedures to: protect personal information, receive and respond to complaints
and inquiries, train staff regarding the policies and procedures, and communicate the policies
and procedures to its customers. Furthermore, the bank has instituted internal policies that
affect the collection of data from customers. All new data-driven initiatives (such as a
marketing program) are vetted through an internal committee (including marketing, IT,
security, and privacy personnel) and must be signed off by both the functional head (in this
case a senior marketing executive) as well as the senior privacy executive. These actions
suggest that Bank B is pursuing technical legitimacy through its customer information privacy
program. The “enhanced privacy behavior” column of Appendix A is illustrative of Bank B’s
approach.
In summary, we argue that firms pursue different forms of organizational legitimacy through
their choice of information privacy behaviors.
IA: Organizational Ability to Respond
Organizational ability to respond to external pressures depends on the degree to which
organizations are embedded within their social networks, coupled with their ability and
willingness to exercise agency. Social embeddedness refers to the extent to which
organizations are linked within larger networks, both economic and social [Dacin et al.,
1999]. These networks, comprised of other organizations (including competitors, regulators,
customers, and similar stakeholders), enable and constrain organizational activity [Orlikowski
and Barley, 2001]. However, organizations are not passive victims of their environments
[Pfeffer, 1997] because they can exercise agency. Agency is the extent to which
organizations are able and willing to operate beyond the norms and restrictions contained
178
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within their networks. Organizations can choose, albeit to greater or lesser extents, whether
or not to engage their environments and respond to pressures [Scott, 2001].
We argue that firms that perceive themselves to be strongly embedded in networks (such as
industry associations) will either be more willing to conform to what the network establishes
as appropriate information privacy behaviors, or less willing to extend themselves in an
independent search for alternatives.
On the other hand, we contend that some other firms, while still operating within their overall
network, will exercise agency to develop different information privacy policies (in comparison
with the network’s policies) but not to the extent that this action would undermine other
important goals such as legitimacy. These firms will perceive that information privacy is a
source for apparent but not substantive differentiation.
Again, for the sake of illustration, let us return to Banks A and B. Let us assume that both
banks are members of the same national industry association. This association has a model
customer information privacy code, which was developed when the public’s concern for
information privacy was gaining government attention. In our scenario, Bank A did not
participate in the discussions to develop the model code. Rather it adopted the code when it
became apparent that the majority of its peers were doing so. As a further indication of its
embeddedness, Bank A essentially “cut and pasted” the model code onto its website and
declared itself privacy compliant with its industry’s privacy standards.
In contrast, Bank B exercised agency. The bank had campaigned within the industry
association to create the awareness of the need for a model code. It was a principle architect
of the final product. Bank B’s privacy policies derive from the model code, but the bank has
tailored its approach to meet the specific needs and expectations of its customers. Bank B
developed the approach after an extensive independent assessment of the available privacy
“best practices” within the global banking industry. Bank B provides a summary of its privacy
policies on its home page and provides a link to a repository of privacy information. Included
in the repository are a PDF of its corporate privacy policy document, privacy FAQs, and an
email contact link to the privacy office. Customer service representatives in the bank’s call
center have been trained to respond to privacy questions generated through the online
banking SMS capability and the telephone banking system.
IA: Response Strategies
Oliver [1991] combined institutional and resource-dependence theories6 to develop a
repertoire of strategies from which organizations choose to respond to institutional pressures.
These responses are based on how organizations manage their “technical activities” (the
activities used to derive economic returns) as opposed to the institutional environment
[Meyer and Rowan, 1977].

6

Resource-dependence theory is not the same as the resource-based view of the firm. Resourcedependence theory [Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978] argues that organizations exist within and depend
upon uncertain external environments for their survival. The “dependence” involves needing economic
and other resources from the external environment in order to continue operating. Power relationships
are an important aspect of the theory such that “organizations tend to comply with the demands of
those interests in their environment which have relatively more power” [Pfeffer, 1987:26-7 as quoted in
Pfeffer, 1997:63].
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One of Oliver’s strategies, acquiescence (conforming through imitation of model
organizations), is particularly associated with the pursuit of organizational legitimacy [Scott,
2001]. Tingling and Parent [2002] demonstrated that “peer influence” could override
managers’ rationally-based, internally produced assessments of technology alternatives.
Managers selected less appropriate or inferior technologies when informed that competitors
had chosen a particular technology. Another study found that firms’ decisions to outsource
their IS functions were influenced by whether the pressure came from federal regulators or
competitive peers. The “acquiescence” strategy was most likely to be invoked in the face of
regulatory pressure in order for firms to achieve “certainty, stability and predictability” in their
environments [Ang and Cummings,1997:249]. A broader range of responses distinguished
competitive pressures.
An alternative institutional response is offered by Cashore and Vertinsky [2000:4], in which
firms are “more advanced than societal pressure, leading the way with innovation and
proaction.” They argue that firms can seek to provide leadership and innovation in their
operations while, at the same time, conforming to institutional norms. Their case study
demonstrated that this category of response appeared to explain the actions of firms who
sought industry leadership through their corporate environmental (so called “green”)
initiatives.
Overall, we argue that the majority of firms are likely to adopt an acquiescence strategy in
the face of institutional pressures to address information privacy. However, even within this
strategy, we conclude that there can be discernible differences among firms, primarily based
on the rationale for the responses employed. An acquiescence strategy would be pursued for
either of two (not necessarily mutually exclusive) reasons: either the firms will acquiesce for
reasons of conformity to a defined legal model, or they will imitate the privacy behaviors of
similar firms with minimalist privacy regimes. Their rhetoric will involve appeals to “having to
do what the law requires” and “being just as good as other firms in the industry or
jurisdiction.”
“Proactive” firms would use organizational impression management7 tactics [Mohamed et al.,
1999] to demonstrate a difference in approach to information privacy. Pfeffer [1981:26]
argued that an organization would use impression management to “define reality for its key
constituents” in order to be perceived as legitimate. Recent work by Winter et al. [2003:318]
showed that websites can influence customers’ impressions of organizations, including
perceptions of legitimacy. In the case of information privacy, we would expect proactive
firms, on one hand, to employ a bounded language of leadership that would imply “good”
differences in their information privacy practices. At the same time, these firms would want to
avoid two problems that could be created if they were perceived to be “too different.” First,
appearing extreme in their information privacy behaviors could jeopardize their claims to
legitimacy by appearing to be outside the norms of their industry network. Second,
overplaying claims to superiority might undermine perceptions of the overall legitimacy of the
industry. Neither situation would serve a proactive firm well. As a result, proactive firms must
constrain their information privacy leadership to avoid undermining the industry’s basic
legitimacy claims.

7

Impression management “includes attempts to control the perceptions that others form of an
individual or firm by influencing the likelihood that a perceiver will make certain attributions.” [Winter et
al., 2003:310]
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For example, Bank A does not claim privacy leadership. It argues simply that its policies
conform to [an unspecified] code concerning the protection of personal information. Further,
it asserts that it complies with some unspecified law in order to ensure that its customers’
rights are fully respected. However, few details are provided to support these claims.
In contrast, Bank B not only references the model code but provides a link to the specific text
of the code and offers explanatory notes. In addition, it references the banking industry’s long
tradition of confidentiality to support legitimacy claims for the industry. At the same time,
Bank B demonstrates leadership through impression management tactics such as providing
the name and contact information for its privacy manager, an explanation of its access
processes and a form for requisitioning personal information, and links to a glossary of
privacy and security terms. In its branches, the bank has placed posters in prominent
positions and provided literature drawing attention to its privacy policies. A senior staff
member is publicly identified as a privacy champion who acts as a resource for staff and
customers with privacy questions. The head office executive with privacy responsibility
makes speeches in public forums about privacy and is frequently contacted by the media to
comment on privacy incidents in the news.
In summary, we offer the following high-level propositions to assist future research.
(P1) The behaviors of firms that do not seek to differentiate themselves using their
information privacy programs can be explained using the Institutional Approach such
that:
(P1a) Firms with a compliance perspective on information privacy will adopt privacy
behaviors that demonstrably conform to industry norms; OR
(P1b) Firms with a prosocial perspective on information privacy will adopt privacy
behaviors that appear to be differentiated from others but are grounded in impression
management.
The Institutional Approach offers a comprehensive way to think about information privacy
behaviors in firms that view information privacy as “table stakes.” These firms offer some
differences at the margins in their information privacy behaviors but fundamentally do not
offer anything unique. These firms prefer to tread the common ground of not appearing to be
too different from their peers in an attempt to prevent information privacy from becoming a
competitive issue within their referent group.
We now turn our attention to how the resource-based view of the firm can be applied to
explain why certain firms have pursued different organizational responses to the pressures to
implement information privacy programs.

Resource-Based View Of The Firm (Rbv)
In contrast to the “social approach” that characterizes institutional theory, the RBV is
grounded in an economic tradition. This tradition argues that firms are rent-seeking entities
that pursue sustainable competitive advantage through the development and deployment of
firm resources. Owning or having access to resources, however, is not sufficient in and of
itself to confer competitive advantage, whether sustained or temporary. The resource-based
approach is premised on four attributes of sustainability [Barney, 1991]. These attributes
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describe a resource’s degree of value (valuable or not) and degree of idiosyncrasy (rareness,
imitability, substitutability) [Brumagin, 1994].
The Resource-Based View has been used as a theoretical lens in information systems
research particularly to explore the contribution of IT to firm performance [Wade and Hulland,
2004]. Zhang and Lado [2001] theorized that firms can cultivate IT-based “organizational
competencies.” Jarvenpaa and Leidner [1998] argued that firms can cultivate dynamic
capabilities in anticipation of changes in their environment. We believe that the RBV
emphasis on the ability of firms to select unique combinations of resources and to behave
independently provides an important counterpoint to the IA emphasis on reaction, imitation,
and impression management.
In contrast to the arguments laid out in the previous discussion on the Institutional Approach,
we suggest that some firms’ information privacy behaviors do not result from responding to
externally derived “institutional” forces. Rather, these behaviors are the outcome of
deliberate choices made to differentiate the firm in privacy terms [Chan, 2003; Culnan and
Bies, 2003]. We argue that certain firms choose to develop their customer information
resource as an important source for achieving competitive advantage, either as a customer
knowledge capability or customer relationship-based capability.
In this section, we define the salient aspects of the RBV paradigm as a lens for considering
information privacy behaviors (which we summarize in Table 2). We discuss how resources
and capabilities can contribute to achieving sustainable competitive advantage. We also
adapt a corporate resource hierarchy framework to demonstrate how this theoretical
approach can be applied to information privacy orientation and suggest high-level
propositions to encourage future research.
Table 2. The Resource-Based Approach to Explaining Information Privacy Behaviors
Element

Explanation

Application to information privacy in organizations
Information Focus

Customer Focus

Organizational
goal

Sustainable
competitive
advantage

Strategic differentiation
based on superior
customer insight

Strategic differentiation
based on superior
customer trust

Resource

Customer
information as a
resource to support
innovation and
change

Support efficiency focused
internal innovation

Support effectiveness
focused external
innovation

Process

Privacy policies
and practices

Information privacy as an
intellectual/knowledge
management process

Information privacy as a
social/relationship
management process

Dynamic
capability

Information privacy
as a source of
information and
innovation

Customer knowledge
capability

Customer relationship
capability
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RBV: Organizational Goals
The organizational goal within the resource-based paradigm involves the search for
competitive advantage based on strategic differentiation [Barney, 1991]. This differentiation
can be pursued through two distinct approaches to information privacy. In the first instance,
firms can strive for differentiation by emphasizing the development and use of detailed
customer information to deliver superior customer insight. We argue that to implement this
strategy would require these firms to focus on obtaining as much detailed information as
possible by whatever means. They would justify their actions based on the need for inputs to
their decision models.
In the second instance, we contend that certain firms could pursue strategic differentiation by
cultivating superior customer trust in either of two ways. On the one hand, these firms could
simply gather less information in order to avoid alienating their customers. On the other
hand, the firms could gather as much information as others, but with much greater attention
to the conditions under which the information is gathered and used, the means and
thoroughness of communicating their actions to their customers, and the extent to which they
cultivate privacy practices to protect their customers’ interests.
However, selecting an organizational goal depends largely on the definition of the resource
upon which the differentiation strategy is built. This is the subject of our next section.
RBV: Resources
We identify the key resource as “customer information.” However, the specific differentiation
strategy to be pursued depends on how the customer information resource is characterized.
The RBV literature provides several approaches to defining resources [e.g., Barney, 1991;
Grant, 1991; Miller and Shamsie, 1996]. For our purposes, we combine Srivastava et al.’s
[1998] approach to market-based assets and Brumagin’s corporate resource hierarchy
[1994] to develop a useful information privacy resource typology.
Srivastava et al. [1998] define “market-based assets”8 as assets that result from the
organization’s externally-oriented activities and distinguish two types of market-based assets
– intellectual and relational. Intellectual market-based resources are the “types of knowledge
a firm possesses about the environment, such as the emerging and potential state of market
conditions and the entities in it, including competitors, customers, channels, suppliers, and
social and political interest groups,” while relational market-based resources are “outcomes
of the relationship between the firm and key external stakeholders, including distributors,
retailers, end customers, other strategic partners, community groups, and even
governmental agencies” [Srivastava et al.,1998] :5]. This distinction supports our contention
that firms choose between valuing information-based resources (intellectual) and customer
relationship-based resources (relational). These choices are based on the firms’ different
perspectives on the value of information privacy.
Brumagin [1994] theorized a hierarchy of corporate resources in which not all resources are
accorded an equal role in pursuing competitive advantage.9
8

Barney [1991] and Srivastava et al. [2001] use the terms assets and resources interchangeably.
Brumagin’s [1994:90] hierarchy included four levels of corporate resources distinguished by the
extent to which they supported strategic differentiation as opposed to supporting improvements to
internal processes.
9
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Consistent with this approach to resource categorization, we view customer information as a
resource “that supports learning (Innovation and Change) throughout the organization
directed to better utilization of corporate assets” [Brumagin, 1994:90]. We contend that firms
gather detailed customer information in order to learn something that they otherwise would
not know and that this learning is applied to achieving other important goals (beyond the
mere gathering of data). It is the application of the customer information resources to the
achievement of these different goals that is the important consideration.
We believe that certain firms will emphasize the customer information resource as a means
to support efficiency-focused, internally-oriented learning. These firms will be more
concerned to gather as much customer information as possible in order to better target their
marketing offerings or to more efficiently deploy their customer systems to achieve, for
example, their cost minimization or profitability improvement goals. If considering privacy at
all, these firms would seek to minimize its interference with the collection and processing of
data.
In contrast, other firms might use the customer information resource as a means to learn
about better ways to address immediate or anticipate future customer preferences. Brumagin
[1994] characterizes this learning as effectiveness-focused learning that emphasizes the
firm’s ability to improve its adaptive capacity in the face of a changing external environment.
These firms would be more interested in treating the customer information resource as a
unique asset important unto itself, rather than as merely an input to other firm processes and
systems. The customer information resource would be used to improve understanding of
particular segment needs, develop insight into emerging trends, and provide the basis for
future offerings. Privacy considerations would be extended to ensure that the information
being collected is relevant, useful, and timely.

RBV: Information Privacy and Processes
We suggest that firms will have different information privacy policies according to whether
they desire to emphasize the intellectual/knowledge aspect or the social/relationship aspect
of their information privacy activities. Firms that emphasize the information aspect of
information privacy will be more likely to implement privacy regimes that closely align with
their information management regimes. For example, they will try to maximize the
efficiencies they can obtain from the deployment of their customer relationship management
systems. An information rule of thumb would be “if in doubt, collect it and we’ll find a way to
use it” as, after all, data storage costs are low.
In contrast, we would expect other firms to emphasize the customer relationship aspect of
information privacy. These firms would attempt to maximize the effectiveness of their privacy
processes such that, for example, only the minimum necessary information is collected. In
this case, the rule of thumb would be more along the lines of “if in doubt, don’t collect,”
reflecting two main considerations. First, this approach would help to preserve the firm’s
reputation and social ties with its customers. Second, this would support a disciplined
approach to data collection that recognizes the use of Fair Information Principles as an
effective information discipline.
For example, let us consider the different approaches taken by Banks C and D. Bank C takes
the view that it will compete on the basis of having extensive, detailed customer profiles. Its
approach is that more data, even data whose application is not immediately apparent,
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improves decision-making. This firm asks customers for great amounts of personal
information about, for example, “lifestyle” (such as recreational preferences) and
“aspirations” (such as retirement goals) as a matter of routine. The collected information may
not be used immediately, but the questions are built into routine transaction processes, and
staff is trained to ask the questions. In addition, the firm cross references transaction data
from multiple sources (such as checking and credit card accounts).The use of the information
for new purposes is not disclosed to customers, and customer information is routinely sold to
third parties. In this manner, Bank C pursues an efficient use of the customer information
resource through internal reuse and revenue-raising from external groups.
In contrast, Bank D operates on the basis that it can limit the amount of information it collects
about its customers and still provide an appropriate level of customized service. To do this, it
applies the fair information principles to its information management processes and, at each
step, provides privacy protection as the decision rule. For example, every piece of
information collected about customers is tied to a decision that has been identified as an
immediate, relevant requirement. “Nice to have” information is not collected. Customer
information is deemed too valuable to the firm to be sold to third parties. In this manner, Bank
D pursues an effectiveness approach to the use of customer information.
In summary, we argue that the characterization and, hence, treatment of the customer
information resource underpins a firm’s approach to information privacy.

RBV: Information Privacy And Capabilities
If we accept that customer information is a resource that is managed through a process that
renders a capability, then we can distinguish two types of capabilities that firms may pursue
in order to achieve competitive advantage. We argue that firms that view customer
information as an efficiency-focused internal learning resource and that pursue information
privacy as a part of an overall information management regime are firms that are pursuing a
customer knowledge capability. This approach is consistent with Bhardawaj’s [2000]
argument that advantage can be conferred on organizations that possess the ability to track
and predict changing customer preferences, especially in volatile markets.
On the other hand, firms that treat their customer information resource as an effectivenessfocused external resource, and implement processes that rank customers’ information
privacy concerns higher in priority than organizational information gathering, could be seen to
be pursuing a customer relationship capability. This approach arguably reflects the view that
firms can pursue competitive advantage through the core competence of trustworthiness
[Barney and Hansen, 1994; Jarvenpaa and Leidner, 1998].
For example, building on Bank C’s “efficiency” approach to the customer information
resource, all of its business units have access to its comprehensive customer profiles. This
means that, for example, a basic mortgage customer with a certain threshold income level is
identified for further marketing and cross-selling by the bank’s wealth management or
investment banking units. To the extent that Bank C addresses privacy concerns, its
explanations are general and refer to using the information to improve products and services.
Customers who choose not to provide additional, non-transaction-specific information may
be denied access to particular products or services. To the extent that Bank C offers
customers any control over the use of their personal information (i.e., consent to receive
additional marketing information), customers that decline to participate are categorized
unfavorably, and are excluded from receiving benefits that accrue to similarly profiled
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customers who have agreed to participate in marketing programs. In this manner, Bank C
emphasizes the internally efficient use of its customer resource. Collecting detailed
information from multiple sources and sharing it across multiple units provides it with a
customer knowledge capability from which it aspires to achieve competitive advantage.
In contrast, Bank D operates with an external orientation that emphasizes its relationship with
customers. Bank D explains its privacy practices whenever it needs to ask customers for
information. It invites customers to participate in information-based programs (such as
building comprehensive profiles for long term financial planning) and explains how different
categories of information assist in developing useful profiles. It seeks permission to share
information with other internal business units but does not discriminate against customers
who decline. It offers specific examples about how it uses customer information internally
and the circumstances under which the information would leave the firm (such as for market
research purposes). The staff is trained to answer privacy enquiries and to explicitly
emphasize privacy actions in their dealings with customers.10 Customers may be provided
with tools to control their information. For example, customers might have access to privacyprotecting software when engaged in online banking and other ecommerce transactions.11 In
this manner, Bank D emphasizes its approach to privacy as integral to trust building within its
customer relationship capability.
We acknowledge that we have made a distinction between capabilities that do not have to be
mutually exclusive. However, we believe that a case can be made for the existence of a
practical hierarchy in which firms operationalize preferences for privacy-invasive information
practices over their customers’ information privacy concerns, and vice versa.
We offer the following high-level propositions to guide research.
(P2): The behaviors of firms that seek competitive advantage through the use of their
customer information resource can be explained using the Resource-Based View
such that:
(P2a): Firms that emphasize customer information as an efficiency-based internallyfocused learning resource will subordinate privacy concerns and emphasize
information collection and reuse behaviors; OR
(P2b): Firms that emphasize customer information as an effectiveness based,
externally-focused learning resource will accord customer privacy concerns priority
over their information gathering opportunities.
We contend that the information privacy activities of certain firms can be explained using the
Resource-Based View. These firms pursue competitive advantage through the development
of capabilities that reveal an organizational preference for competing on the basis of
differentiation through a customer knowledge capability or a customer relationship capability.
What distinguishes these firms from those discussed in the section on the Institutional
Approach is that RBV firms view privacy as a competitive issue.
We summarize our theoretical explanations for firms’ information privacy behaviors in Table
3.
10
11

For example, see Cocheo [2003].
For example, see Middlemiss [2001].
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Table 3. Summary of Theoretical Explanations for Information Privacy Behaviors
Theory
Institutional Approach
Acquiescence
strategy
Theory
attributes
Organizational
goal argued by
theory base
Information
privacy role in
achieving
organizational
goal

Proactive
strategy

Survival

Focus of firm
information
privacy activities
Information
privacy as a
mechanism for
achieving the
goal

Resource-based View
Customer
knowledge
capability

Customer
relationship
capability

Competitive advantage

Source for
pragmatic
legitimacy

Source for social
legitimacy

Support for
differentiation
through
intellectual
resource

Support for
differentiation
through
social
resource

Internal

External

Internal

External

Isomorphism
within industry
privacy practice

Impression
management to
suggest
differentiation

Evolution of
organizational
information
management
processes

Evolution of
organizational
privacy
management
processes

We have proposed that firms’ behaviors can be partly explained by the role that information
privacy plays in either securing survival through legitimacy (Institutional Approach) or in
pursuing competitive advantage through the use of the customer information resource (RBV).
The Institutional Approach paradigm offers two views of firms that have limited interest in
differentiating themselves through information privacy. Firms with a lesser concern for or
commitment to information privacy would be more likely to exhibit an acquiescent strategy,
be internally focused, and reactively imitate industry privacy practices. Firms with a greater
concern for appearing to respond to pressures to adopt information privacy programs would
be more likely to adopt a proactive strategy, be externally focused, and employ impression
management techniques to suggest a level of privacy differentiation from competitors that is
more style than substance. However, this differentiation would appear as a form of
leadership that remains essentially constrained within a concern to be seen to not be out of
step with institutional privacy norms.
In contrast, RBV would help to explain the behavior of firms that seek to use the customer
information resource as a vehicle for achieving competitive advantage. Again, we argue for
two different responses that are consistent with the attributes of the RBV theory. Some firms
will seek to differentiate by treating customer information as an input to internally-focused
information management regimes to achieve superior customer insight. These firms would
downplay information privacy by emphasizing the importance of customer information for
organizational decision-making. We have labeled this approach “Customer Knowledge
Capability.” However, we believe that other firms’ actions can be characterized by
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differentiation on the basis of an externally-focused and proactive treatment of customer
information privacy as an important aspect of managing a key social relationship. We have
characterized this approach as the “Customer Relationship Capability.”
We now turn to the important question of how our discussion of organizational-level customer
information privacy can shape an information systems research agenda.

Research Opportunities
Our review of the privacy literature has led us to conclude that there is likely not one best
explanation for firms’ information privacy behaviors. Rather, we expect that there are
different theoretically sound explanations for differences in information privacy behaviors
within and across industries.
We have argued that institutional theory and the resource-based view of the firm offer
compelling explanations for different firms’ information privacy behaviors. We believe that
these two theoretical approaches provide fresh insights into organizational-level information
privacy behaviors. In addition, we have offered a set of high-level propositions to assist
researchers in framing their inquiries. These propositions reflect the different organizing
logics of these theoretical lenses. Clearly, more detailed exploration and empirical testing of
these propositions is required.
To the best of our knowledge, neither the Institutional Approach nor the RBV has been used
previously to examine information privacy as an organizational-level phenomenon. We
argue that both the institutional approach and the resource-based view of the firm offer
important theoretical insights into firms’ information privacy behaviors. Incorporating these
paradigms into privacy enquiries will also have the benefit of broadening the application of
these underutilized theories in MIS research [Jarvenpaa and Leidner, 1998; Orlikowski and
Barley, 2001; Robey and Boudreau, 1999; Wade and Hulland, 2004].
We expect that researching the institutional approach and resource-based view of
information privacy practices in organizations will present significant challenges to
researchers. First, this research will require intensive fieldwork in order “to gain an in-depth
knowledge and understanding of the organization and its processes” [Rouse and
Daellenbach, 1999:489]. In addition, this fieldwork will be required in more than one location
in order to identify industry norms (IA) as well as competitive strategies (RBV). This approach
represents both a resource and an ingenuity challenge to investigators. How will researchers
identify likely candidates and secure the cooperation of organizations sufficient to the task?
We suggest that the sectoral studies approach pioneered by Milne and Culnan [2004]
represents a useful starting point for this work.
Second, there are significant design challenges associated with completing studies within the
paradigmatic traditions of both theories. Identifying and understanding the sources for
institutional pressures versus the seizing of competitive opportunities will not necessarily be
apparent from a review of privacy policies posted on websites. In addition to that necessary
work, researchers will have to engage in dialogue with employees in the various firms.
Discerning the existence and role of the different elements attached to each theoretical lens
will not only require attention to nuances and perceptions, it will demand vigilance and
thoroughness. It is unlikely that any research site will have organized its privacy program
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along recognizably “institutional” or “RBV” lines. Despite the anticipated difficulties, we
believe a carefully crafted program of case-based research should yield useful results. We
suggest strongly that the approach taken involve triangulation across multiple methods
(especially documentary and interview processes) as well as multiple informants. In our
experience with privacy research, no single individual or organizational group (regardless of
title or organizational position) understands the entirety of a firm’s privacy initiatives. No
single document summarizes all aspects of a firm’s information privacy motivations and
behaviors.
Third, the definition of the scope for research will require careful consideration. The
proliferation of multinational and global enterprises suggests that issues concerning the level
of analysis within the firm must be addressed. Different divisions within an enterprise may
have different sensitivities attached to the customer information that is collected. For
example, divisions collecting customer information about grocery shopping preferences may
operate with privacy standards that differ from those dealing with customers’ financial or
health information. These decisions are complicated by jurisdictional issues. For example,
whose laws or codes will serve the wider enterprise as the privacy benchmark? The
influences on a firm’s choice of reference jurisdiction provide another avenue for interesting
research.
A fourth set of research issues is presented by the question of what exactly is being
investigated. If we set the level of analysis as the organization and the object of analysis as
the information privacy policies and behaviors, what questions do we ask to collect important
information? We suggest that there are several phenomena or constructs worthy of
investigation. For example, can we discern specific information privacy strategies? Are there
measures of information privacy effectiveness? Can a privacy program ROI be established?
Can we identify key relationships between information privacy and information security
behaviors? Are there specific organizational contexts that lead firms to choose to address
information privacy as table stakes versus competitive advantage? What is the influence of
investments in customer relationship management systems on the approach to and selection
of information privacy behaviors? What privacy leadership roles (Chief Privacy Officers, etc.)
are helpful given various information strategies? Clearly, information privacy offers rich
opportunities for IS research.
A final issue for researchers involves discerning the relationship between the institutional and
resource-based paradigms. To what extent do they provide a competing or complementary
explanation for firms’ privacy behaviors? At this juncture, we argue only that the two
approaches offer distinct, separate, and useful insights into information privacy behaviors.
Research using these theories would, in our view, also support practitioners’ efforts to “get
privacy right.” Articles in the popular and business press tend to stress the “tactics” of
information privacy. That is, they emphasize information privacy maxims such as “don’t
abuse customer trust” and “provide the ability to opt-out.” These are useful guidelines for
managers seeking fast answers to pressing problems. However, carefully constructed and
theoretically grounded research has an important role to play in helping managers. It can
assist them in choosing how they might fashion their information management and
information privacy programs; think about the ramifications of their privacy initiatives for their
operations and their customers; and, ultimately, identify the longer term potential for
information privacy to alter, and potentially improve, how they do business. For example,
organizational level information privacy research might offer new insights into the conditions
under which firms may choose to (not) compete with privacy, and how that would influence
firm processes. As Kurt Lewin [1951] noted, “There is nothing so practical as a good theory.”
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Conclusion
Organizations are increasingly required to develop and implement information privacy
policies and programs. This circumstance poses a challenge to managers and researchers
alike. In this article, we have argued for the expansion of the information privacy research
agenda to attend to theory building at the organizational level of analysis. In particular, we
have called for increased theoretically-grounded research using the institutional and
resource-based paradigms. We have provided high-level propositions to guide future
research in this area.
A recent Gartner Group report suggested that information privacy is a strategy and not
simply a policy [Herschel, 2003]. We agree that this is the case for some, but not all, firms.
There is no single “silver bullet” approach to this complex organizational phenomenon. Our
examination of how the lenses of the Institutional Approach and the Resource-Based View
can explain firms’ information privacy behaviors is our contribution to what we hope will be a
growing and productive IS research debate.
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Appendix A: Fair Information Principles with Examples of Behaviors
The following table provides an explanation for and examples of the four main fair
information practices. The examples are drawn from actual privacy policies. The “minimal
privacy behavior” column includes examples address the most basic requirements while the
“enhanced privacy behavior” exemplifies more specific and explicit disclosure of privacy
practices.

Principle &
Explanation

Example of Minimal
Privacy Behavior

Example of Enhanced
Privacy Behavior

Notice: Advising
customers that
their personal
information is
being collected

We collect your personal information
to meet operational requirements.

We collect your personal information
for the following reasons:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Choice: Allowing
customers to
choose the extent
to which their
information is
tracked, used and
reused.

By supplying your information you
consent to our using it to meet our
operational requirements.

You may choose:
•
•

•

•

•
196

To verify your identity.
To provide the financial services
you request.
To understand your financial
and banking needs.
To develop and manage
products and services to meet
the needs of our customers.
To contact our customers
directly for products and
services that may be of interest.
To determine the eligibility of our
customers for different products
and services.
To meet regulatory
requirements.

not to receive marketing
information.
to only receive marketing
information specifically related
to the services you have
contracted with us.
to not permit us to share your
information with other affiliated
organizations within our
corporate group.
not to permit us to share your
information with other
organizations affiliated with our
corporate group.
not to provide information to us
as long as that information is
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•
Access: Providing
customers with
access to their
personal files

[No policy is provided.]

not required by law.
not required to fulfill our contract
for certain products or services.

Upon request and within 45 days,
we will provide for your review the
specific personal information we
have about you, what it is being
used for, and to whom it has been
disclosed.
You may bring to our attention
incorrect information in your
personal file which we will review
and amend as necessary.

Security:
Ensuring that
customers
information cannot
be accessed by
unauthorized
others

We treat your information with care.

We are committed to keeping your
personal information safe in order to
prevent its loss, theft, unauthorized
access, disclosure, duplication, use,
or modification.
Depending on the sensitivity of the
information, we will employ
appropriate security measures to
protect the information. The
measures may include, for example,
the physical security of offices and
data centers, and electronic security
measures such as passwords,
encryption, and personal
identification numbers.
We will use appropriate security
measures when disposing of your
personal information.
We will develop policies and
procedures for the protection of
personal information and employ the
most up to date information
protection technologies and
procedures to ensure ongoing
information security including
authentication, non-repudiation,
confidentiality and authorized
access, and integrity processes.
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